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A GENERALISATION OF CERTAIN 

By J. Prada-Blanco 

1. Introduction 

、

OF G. JAMESON 

G. J. O. Jameson in his paper “ Convex Series" pub1ished in Proc. Camb. Phil. 

Soc. 72, 37 47, (1972), has studied the CS-closed and CS-compact subsets of a 
Hausdorff topological linear space. In the present work, we introduce the con
cepts of A-p-CS-closed and A-p-CS-compact subset of a Hausdorff topological 
vector space over the field K of real or complex numbers, finding, in a natural 
way, certain results concerning locally bounded topological vector spaces: for 

instance, the c1osed-graph and open-mapping theorems. 

2. Definitions and notations 

Let A be a subset of a Hausdorff topological vector space and p a real nu
。。

mber such that O<p드1. A serÎes of the form 1련"an， where anεA and À" 

K , nεN and 두 À) 섣1 is called an absolμtely p-convex series 01 elements 01 A. 

We say that A is: 
a) A-p-CS-closed if it contains the sum of every convergent absolutely ψ-con

vex series of its ele:nents. 
b) A껴-CS-comþact if every absolutely p-convex series of its elements converges 

to a point of A. 

The absolutely p-convex cover of a set A will be denoted by A-p-co (A) , the 

image of A under a relation R by R(A) and the interior of A by I(A). A set 

admitting addition and non-negative scalar multiplication will be called a wedge. 

3. Preliminaries and preservation rules 

Every A-p-CS-compact is A-p-CS-closed and every A-p-CS:closed is A-p-convex. 

If each member of a family of sets is A-P-Cs-closed (or A-F-Cs compact), 
then so is their intersection. 

A 1inear subspace is A-P-CS-dosed if and on1y if it is sequentia11y dosed. 

Every sequentially closed A-p-convex subset of a topological vector space is. 
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A -p-CS-cIosed. 
There are non-cIosed A-p-convex sets which are A-p-CS-cIosed, for example, 

the open unit ball in a p-normable topological vector space. 

Reasoning in a similar way as in [4] , we have the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a bouηded， A-p-convex subset 01 a topological νect01’ 

space E. Then, A is A-p-CS-compact zf any one 01 the 101l0UJ z'ng conditions is 

.satz'slied: 
a) A is A-p-CS-closed and E sequen tz"ally complete. 
b) A z's sequentz'ally complete. 

Besides, every A-p-CS-compact set z's A-p-CS-closed a1Zd bounded. 

The following preservation rules are easily verified. 

a) If A and B are A-p-CS-compact, so it is A+B. 

b) The image of an A-p-CS-compact under a continuous linear mapping is 
A -p-CS-compact. 

c) If A and B are A-p-CS-compact, A-p-co(AUB) is A-p-CS-compact, too. 

d) If A is A-p-CS-compact and B is A-.양-CS-cIosed， A+B and A-p-co(AUB) 
are A-p-CS-closed. An analogous statement holds for a finite number of sets 

{all but one being A-p-CS-compact). 

e) Let E , F be topological vector spaces. If A is an A-p-CS-compact subset 
.of E and S is an A-p-CS-closed subset of E XF, then S(A) is an A-p-CS-closed 

‘s l1bset of F. 

4. Two theol'ems about interior points 

From the fact that CS-closed sets are semiclosed, Jameson finds interesting 
results about normed spaces. The following theorem leads us to similar ones 

for locally bounded topological vector spaces. 

THEOREM 1. Let E be a metη~'zable topologz'cal vector space aηd A a1Z A-p
CS-closed subset 01 E. Then, there exz"sts αεR such that 0 <α<1 and αI(A)ζA. 

PROOF. Let x be an element of I(강) and U n' n = 1, 2, … a decreasing base 

.of neighbourhoods of zero. Take 
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we find: As a straightforward consequence of the previous theorem. 

g A and space vector topological 

A=E. 

metrz"zabl e a Let E be COROLLARY 1. 1. 

Then. A-P-CS-closed sμbset 01 E. dense. 

F being metrz"zable. 
subset 01 ExF, 

Let E. F be topologz"cal vector spaces, 

11 A is an A-p-CS-compact sμbset 01 E and S an A-p-CS-closed 

then theγe exz"sts αER such that 0<α<1 and αI(강요))CS(A). 

COROLLARY 1. 2. 

Let A, B be subsets 01 a metrizable topologz'cal vector spαce~ 
A Z"S A-p-CS-compact and B z"s A-p-CS-closed. Thε;l. t Jzere exists αεR such that 

0<α<1 and αI(A후효jζA+B aηd α1 (A-p-co(kiJ))CA-P-co (AB). 

COROLLARY 1. 3. 

omit the to if S is a cIosed subset of E XF , it is possible 

We shall prove the following theorem. 
In corollary 1. 2, 

metrizability condition of F. 

THEOREM 2. Let E. F be topological vector sþaces. Suppose 

p-CS-compact subset 01 E and that S is a closed, absolutely p-convex 

T 1zen. t1zere exists αεR such that O<a<l and α1 (강A))CS(A). 
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n i n i+l 

w따;Ve c때a떼n cons짧t야ru따IC따c따t a sequenc않eo아ft뼈he fo이llow떼v 

y , suc야h that yμ’시μnEε프一 Vn + 1 and bιnεS(A). For every bμnES(ιιA) ，’ there exists a nεA 
。o n 

snch that (an, bn)εS. Since A is A-p-CS-compact, we have that 뀔 2 p aκ = 

n-'-l 
‘aεA. Call α=~ 2- p • Then, (a, αy)εS and the theorem follows. 

n=l 
To see that (a, αy)εs， 1et us take U and V, neighbourhoods of zero in F 

:and F , respectively. As A is A-p-CS-compact, there is an nεN such that 2- P , 

ACU and 
1 2 n 

a-(2- P al +2- P a2+ ... +2-τ a n)εU. 

Besides, - y nεV n' which implies that there is an element tεS(A) such that 

2-슴tε-Yn+2-쁨Ly+V. Therefore, there exists an e1ement a’εAs뼈 that 

n n+1 
(a' , t)εs and yt--2--τt+2--τ-yεV. 

Being S an absolutely p-convex set of ExF, we have that 
1 11 " 2 n+1 n 

(2-Fa1+---+2-꼼a”+2-τa' ， Yn+2- P y+".+2- P y+2-τt)εS. 
Then, there exists an nεN snch that this element is in (a十U-U)x(αy+V

+ v + V). So (a , αy)εS. 

As a immeiiate consequence of theorem 2, it is shown: 

COROLLARY 2. 1. Let A , B be A-p-C01Zνex szebsets 01 a topological vector space 

_E. Suppose that A z's A-p-CS-compact and B z"s closed. Then, I(표후BJ 낯ø z"mplz"es 

1(A十B) o/= Ø.

5. AvpIications of theorems 1 and 2 to IacalIy bounded topologicaI vector 

S싼aC25 

Recall that a topological vector space is said to be locally bounded if there 

1S a bonnded neighbourhood of zero. One basic result about locally bounded 
‘spaces is that they are p-normable for a suitable p with 0<양드1 [6, p. 161]. 

The open-mapping and the cIosed-graph theorems for complete p-normable 

spaces are found in a natural way fromtheorem 1. Also, we have the follow

ing propositions that are proven reasoning similarly to Jameson [4]. 

PROPOSITION 2. Every separable p-normable, complete space E z"s the z'mage 01 
JP under a con tz"nuous, oþen lz"near mappz'ηg. 
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c。

Note. Recall that lÞ= {(Xn)εK: 우 I xn IÞ <∞}.φεR. such that ü<p되 lS a 
。。

에@얘om빼1 

PROPOSITION 3. Let A. B be A-p-CS-closed wedges in a p-normale comPlete 

:space E. Szeppose that lor eνery xεE. theγe exz"sts bounded sequences (an) in A 

‘ and (bn) Ì1z B such that an-bn c01Zverges to x. Thelz. E=A-B and theγe z·s a 
positive nuηzber δ such that (A nu) - (BnU)그 δu. zνhere U denotes t !te unit 

.cl osed ball 01 E. 

PROPOSITION 4. Let A. B be closed linear subspaces 01 a p-normable comPlete 

space E and let U be tlte closed unit ball z'n E. Then. A+B is closed zf and 

‘ only il there is a positive number δ such that (AnU)+(BnU)그(A+B) nδu. 

From theorem 2. the following propositions hold. 

PROPOSITION 5. Let E. F be topological vector spaces. F being coηφlete p

‘ nornzable. Let T be a l Í1zear maPPing Irom E to F wit11 closed graPh. 11 there 

Js a bOU1zded subset B 01 F such that the closure 01 T- 1(B) is a neighboκrhood 
‘01 zero in E. then T is contiηuous. 

PROPOSITION 6. Let (E. T) be a toþological vector space such that the closed • 

. absorbent. absolμtely p-convex subsets 01 E lorm a base 01 neighboμrhoods 01 

zero lor the topology T. Let F be a comPlete p-normable space and T α linear 

;maPPing Iroηz E to F zνith closed graPh. Sμ:ppose that t1zere is a bounded subset 
。。

‘B 01 F sμch that T(E) is contained in U nB. Then. T is continuous. 
n=1 

6. The A-p-CS-closure 

We call the smalIest A-p-CS-closed set containing a given set its A-p-CS
’closure. 

We have the fo lIowing two propositions. 

PROPOSITION 7. The A-p-CS-closure 01 a wedge or Uχear subspace is agαtyt a 

.wedge or linear szebspace. 

PROPOSITION 8. Let {a ,,} be a bounded sequence in a comPlete p-normable space 

,E. Then. the A-p-CS-closμre 01 {an} z's the set 01 all sums 01 absolκtely p-convex 
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PROOF. Consider the following mapping T from lÞ to E. T(x) = 갇 X와• T is 
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a continuous linear mapping. 
。。

Consider, now, U = fxεIP : 우 / xn /P <1}. Since U is A-p-CS-compact, T(U) is. 

A -p-CS-compact. 

Note. The previous proposition is satisfied, too, if we take E to be a_ 

sequentially complete. locally convex space. 

The following theorem is proved similarly to Jameson. 

THEOREM 3. Let E be a metη~'zabIB toþologz"caT vector space. Then. the A-p-CS

closκγe 01 a subset A 01 E is the set 01 all sums 01 convergent absolμtely p

convex series 01 z"ts elements. 

Let E be a vector space and '1 and '2 two topologies in E. The satatements 

named below are easily shown. 

If τ2 is finer than '1' every A-p-자-CS-closed set is A-P-T2-CS-closed and every 

A-P-T2-CS-compact is A-P-T1-CS-compact. 

Suppose that T1 and T2 are compatible locally convex topologies for a vector 

space E. Then. the same sets are A-p-CS-compact with respcct to T1 and T2• 

PROPOSITION 9. 11 (E , T) is a locally convex space, theη tlte same sets aγe 

A -p-CS-compact μIzl lz γespect to , and the strong topology given in E by the dual 

pair <E.E’). 

PROPOSITION 10. Let T1 and T2 be two compatz"ble locally conνex topologies • 

for a vector space E. Then. the same bounded sets are A-p-CS-closed μn"tlz respect 

to '1 and T2• 

REMARK. The author does not know if the same sets are A-p-CS-closed with. 

respect to two compatible locally convex topologies in a vecor space E. 

University of Santiago de Compostela 

Spain 
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